What a lovely week of weather we have had (almost too hot!). The trip to Rural Life was amazing!
In phonics, we are continuing to look at set 2 sounds to really secure them in the recognition of them and
in our writing. We are writing dictated sentences using these sounds.
We will continue to look at the previous Red words and for the next 2 weeks, we are looking at the words:
any, come, here.
In Literacy we are looking at ladybirds and we are focusing on the story “What the Ladybird Heard” by
Julia Donaldson (thank you Mrs Beynon, for the whole set of these books!). We will look at retelling the
story. This will take us 2 weeks!
In Numeracy, we will be looking at numbers, odd and evens, doubles, number patterns and the
composition of numbers to 10.
Things to remember: The weather continues to look nice for next week (not as hot!) so please ensure your
child has an all-day sun cream on, a hat and a water bottle.

What a scorcher it has been this week!
Next week:
In English we are continuing with our grammatically correct sentences and thinking about describing
nouns with adjectives. Our whole class guided reading book is a non-fiction book about dinosaurs.
In Maths we are comparing numbers using the < > = symbols.
In Science we are thinking about how animals are affected by the seasons.
In RE we will be thinking about the interior and exterior features of a church.
On Tuesday we are walking to church for a service.
Friday morning is sports day - fingers crossed for good weather.

What a beautiful week we have had!
Next week in.........
English
We will be having a focus on spellings, punctuation and grammar.
Maths
It's maths investigation week. The children will be solving a variety of practical investigations.
Science
We will be carrying out a practical experiment to test our reflexes.
Topic
We will be looking at different types of dinosaurs, where they lived and what they ate.
Whole Class Guided Reading
Our text will be The Invisible Boy by Trudy Ludwig.
We will also be practising for Sports' Day!
From Monday, 20th June, as part of the transition to Year 3, we would like the children to come into school
from the gate by themselves, they should come onto the playground and will be collected by the
teacher when the bell rings.
Have a lovely weekend.

